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SUMMARY

In order to control the neutron flux during the refuelling period, new measuring
chains have been developed and put into operation by the experts of KFKI-
RegTron Co., Ltd. and Paks Nuclear Power Plant with the purpose of partially
substituting the original Refuelling Neutron Monitoring system (SKP) of VVER
440 reactor units.

The modified monitoring system processes the signals of detectors located in
channels outside the core. The outputs of measurement amplifiers equipped with
up-to-date electronics fit in the original system perfectly. Utilization of the out-of-
core measuring technique confirmed the preliminary expectations: interference
sensitivity has decreased, neutron/gamma ratio has increased and refuelling time
has become shorter by one - one and a half day.

With the permission and supervision of the responsible authority, the upgraded
system initially controlled the neutron flux in the reactors of Paks Nuclear Power
Plant during refuelling together with the original RNM system and then
independently.

The present paper details the reasons for upgrading, the essence of utilized
solutions and the experiences of operation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The new type of measuring channels, developed in co-operation of the Paks
Nuclear Power Plant and KFKI-RegTron Ltd. to control the neutron flux during
the refuelling period, have partially replaced the original SKP refuelling monitors
of the Soviet made AKNP-2. The drawbacks of the original design:

• the amplifier is slow, which results in poor neutron/gamma signal ratio,
• the signal of the fission-chamber is small, so the measuring chains are more

sensitive to disturbance,
• the detector assemblies can be installed only after the removal of the reactor-

cover and right before the beginning of refuelling. The refuelling can not be
started until the installation is finished, which limits the time available for the
adjustment of the measuring system,

• the installation of detectors into the reactor vessel involves intensive radiation
exposure,

• during the assemblage of the detectors the gaskets of the stainless steel
protective pipe-system can be easily damaged,

• the stainless steel fittings have to be taken out from the zone and
decontaminated after each refuelling.

The first reconstruction stage of the refuelling neutron monitoring system resulted
in new measuring channels matching completely the Soviet manufactured SKP
equipment C1DE33. At this stage of the reconstruction we have not dealt with the
detector or the KNK-15 type of fission chamber. This modification has improved
only the neutron/gamma discrimination.

Decreasing the risk of the contamination and the refuelling time, caused by the
detector assembly's mounting and dismounting, can be solved only by giving up
of in-core measuring principle. The new Refuelling Neutron Monitoring system
(RNM-EX) eliminates all the above mentioned problems.
It has been developed (from design through commissioning) according to a QA
Plan drawn up in conformity with national and international standards.
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2. THE APPLICABILITY OF THE OUT-OF-CORE MEASURING
TECHNIQUE FOR REFUELLING MONITORING

The main characteristic of the original refuelling monitoring system (SKP) is that
three (originally six) detector assemblies equipped with fission chambers are put
into the core (at its peripheral points) in order to measure the neutron fluxes in the
reactor of deeply subcritical state. If the magnitude of neutron flux or its period
time exceeds a predetermined threshold value, the system would call the
refuelling staff to interrupt the activity under way. The warning signals appear in
the main control room and in the cabin of the refuelling equipment as well as on
the remote control console of the refuelling machine.

During the introduction of the out-of-core measuring technique, it has to be taken
into account, that the neutron flux is roughly 10 to 30 times lower in the out-of-
core detector position than in the in-core detector position, since there are
neutron-absorbing materials (water, concrete) between the out-of-core detector
position and the core boundary. So, in the out-of-core detector position, the
neutron flux in the range of 0.1 to 10 nv, can be measured during refuelling.

Obviously, the decreasing of neutron flux has to be compensated by increasing
the sensitivity of the measuring chain. For this purpose we have placed a detector
assembly containing a proportional counter, into the out-of-core position during
refuelling. The sensitivity of the used proportional counter is 20-times higher
(typically 10 cps/nv) than the sensitivity of the KNK-15 fission chamber
(typically 0.5 cps/nv).

The RNM-EX measuring chains of increased sensitivity have the same
effectiveness as the original SKP system, since their resultant sensibility,
regarding the zone, are about the same.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE RNM-EX REFUELLING MONITORING
SYSTEM (Fig. 1.)

The main characteristics of the new system are:

• neutron detection with proportional counter,
• out-of-core movable detector assembly,
• the detector assembly contains the preamplifier and the HV power supply units

as well,
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• the main amplifier module is installed into the original box (BUSI-51) in room
A101,

• the amplifier module is connected to the signal-processor (BIK-01) with the
original compound cable. There were only some minor modifications on the
signal-processor.

The new refuelling monitoring system consists of four main structural units:

• the detector assembly with the detector cable,
• the amplifier module,
• the compound cable for the connection of the amplifier module and the signal-

processor,
• the signal-processor.

4. INSTALLATION

The refuelling monitoring system, according to the original philosophy of the SKP
system, ensures the supervision of the reactor during the loading and removal of
the fuel elements. The measuring system of the ECR must measure the neutron
flux if both subsystems of the operating measuring system are out of order with
the reactor previously shut down [1].

We put the detectors of the new refuelling monitoring system (RNM-EX) in the
out-of-core positions of 4, 12 and 20, kept for the ECR measuring system (Fig.
1.), and we used the BIK-01 of the 9UNO-03A cabinet as signal-processors. The
BIK-01 is suitable for processing signals of max. 250 kcps frequency. Using the
original fission chambers of 0.5 cps/nv sensitivity allows the measuring of the
max. 5 x 105 nv scale neutron flux. Since we use proportional counter detector of
typically 10 cps/nv sensitivity for refuelling monitoring, we can reach the detector
signals of 250 kcps frequency at the 2.5 x 104 nv scale neutron flux. So, by
combining the refuelling monitoring and the ECR measuring systems, the upper
measuring limit of the nuclear measuring chain will decrease with about 1.5 unit
of ten, if both systems use the proportional counter. The higher sensitivity will
result in the increase of safety in the normally subcritical reactor.
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5. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING

During the design, manufacturing and testing of the equipment we have taken into
account the regulations of the relevant international standards and
recommendations (the standards of IEC 1226, IEEE Std. 352, IEEE Std. 323,
IAEA safety recommendations and guides 50-SG-D3, 50-SG-D8).

We have designed the electric circuits so, that the probable single failures of
some components could cause fail-safe type failure (single-failure criterion). This
very important requirement was tested through a safety analysis in the
intermediate and final stages of the design (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis). A
built-in duplicated watch-dog circuit should signal the potencial failure. By
decreasing the number of components, controlling their quality parameters and
through continuously monitored manufacturing we have improved reliability.
According to our calculations the mean time between failures of the preamplifier-
amplifier-power supply units exceeds 40,000 hours.

Since the equipment (detector-preamplifier-amplifier-power supplies) replaces a
part of the refuelling neutron flux monitoring system, compatibility with the
remaining parts (chamber assembly with the cable, signal processor and its
connections) was an essential requirement. With the built-in test generator the
calibration of the whole measuring chain (detector assembly - preamplifier -
amplifier) can be implemented, which further improves availability.

6. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

KFKI-RegTron Ltd. has prepared the first out-of-core neutron flux measuring
chain (RNM-EX), by the beginning of 1995, for test purposes. We have finished
the functional checking of this measuring channel during four refuelling periods
in 1995, together with the I&C experts of Paks Nuclear Power Plant. At each
refuelling fundamentally comparative measurements were taken. We have
recorded the output signals of the source range channel of the neutron flux
monitoring system (NMS) and the three SKP channels, simultaneously with the
discussed RNM-EX channel signal.
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On the basis of the experiences the first four RNM-EX channels were produced
in the first quarter of 1996, whose workmanship was suitable for operational
control as well. During the first two refuelling periods - similar to the previous
year - we have taken comparative measurements. On the basis of the recorded
measurements we may summarise that:
• the RNM-EX is capable to follow the refuelling activities,
• the noticeable steps on the individual channels can be assigned to specific fuel

element movements in the core area near the channel in each case,
• in the case of results contradictory with SKP the fuel case movements always

justified the RNM-EX system,
• the RNM-EX system would not have produced the false alarms produced by

the original system. Generally, the RNM-EX system operated more reliably
than the old one,

• the tendency of the neutron flux changes measured by RNM-EX, has tightly
followed the changes of the NMS source range channels. (It has to be noted
here, that RNM-EX - because of its higher sensitivity - could have produced
appraisable signals, when the operational NMS channel produced only noise-
type output signals.)

On the basis of the outlined positive results, both the Hungarian authorities and
the competent organisations of the Paks NPP have given the permission for the
operational usage of the RNM-EX system.

In 1996, during the refuelling of two additional units, the RNM-EX monitoring
system has operated independently and reliably.
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